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Message from the Chair: 

Lessons from the U.S. Civil Rights Movement 
 

Belinda Robnett 

CBSM Section Chair 

Professor of Sociology 

University of California, Irvine 

 

At our 2015 business meeting, outgoing Chair James 

Jasper noted the paucity of racial-ethnic minorities 

present, and that few attended our reception. His 

observations reflect my own. If memory serves me 

correctly, I joined our section over 25 years ago. At the time, as an African-

American woman, I felt welcomed by section members and fully incorporated 

into the networks and opportunities offered by my membership. In the 2015 ASA 

program, several racial-ethnic minority scholars presented papers on social 

movements, but they have not joined our section. Clearly, they are choosing not 

to join us, but why? There may be many answers to this question, but as social 

movement scholars, we may gain insight from lessons learned in the U.S. Civil 

Rights Movement. 

 

The 1950s-1960s U.S. Civil Rights Movement shaped my perspective of the 

world, and understanding of the possibilities for social change.  As a youngster 

growing up in late 1960s South Central Los Angeles, drugs, gangs, poorly 

equipped schools, and few opportunities for mobility were part of my world, but 

it was also balanced by parents, teachers, and other community members who 

daily modeled the importance of perseverance, hard work, undying optimism, and 

hope.  I, like many others in my community, watched the news footage showing 

the ongoing peaceful protests, led by Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., that were met 

by fire hoses, beatings, murders, and arrests.  Most of all, it was his speeches that 

still send chills through my body, that left a lingering impression and the belief 
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Chair’s Letter, Continued from Page 1 

 

that inequality and discrimination could be overcome.  

This world of possibilities drove and continues to 

drive my interest in social movements and social 

change.  

 

Fundamentally, the impetus for the momentum that 

drove the CRM, like many other movements, is 

inequality, exclusion, injustice, and discrimination.  

Movements seek, to varying degrees, to upend the 

status quo, to reorganize or alter hierarchies of power. 

As the movement progressed with the passage of the 

1964 Civil Rights Act and the 1965 Voting Rights Act, 

the limits of legal remedies became readily apparent.  

While many doors opened and barriers crumbled, the 

overall hierarchy of power remained and remains 

firmly entrenched.  Black leaders of the Student 

Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) were 

among the first to recognize the limits of inclusion.  As 

Doug McAdam (1988) and others have documented, 

when significant numbers of northern college 

educated white students entered the movement, the 

“status quo” reared its ugly head, as they leveraged 

their cultural capital, and usurped power in 

community-based projects throughout the South.  

Ingrained assumptions and beliefs about who is 

competent and who is not, who should lead and who 

should not, emerged to drive a racial wedge between 

SNCC’s members.  SNCC ultimately expelled whites 

from their organization in an effort to maintain and to 

cultivate Black leadership and a Black-centered 

agenda. Within social movements, internal crises 

emerge, particularly after concessions are gained. The 

crisis often centers on the meaning and limits of 

inclusion, as well as the persistence of entrenched 

boundaries. The latter characterizes our so-called post-

racial society as well as the continued barriers faced 

by women and the LGBTQ communities. 

 

Communities adapt by creating alternative structures 

and institutions that often run parallel to those holding 

the greatest status and recognition. There are, of 

course, other reasons why alternative institutions and 

organizations are created by groups that continue to 

face exclusion and discrimination.  Many such groups 

are formed because of a shared culture, beliefs, etc. 

Nonetheless, boundaries of exclusion certainly 

contribute to alternative race-based, gender-based, 

sexual-orientation-based and gender-identity-based 

organizations. These institutions provide sustenance 

and support for intellectual growth and development. 

 

What I am arguing is that our section may be perceived 

as narrowly bounded, as less open to alternative 

perspectives, and as less inclusive of diverse 

excellence. In an effort to reach across the boundaries, 

a number of co-sponsored sessions are slated for next 

year’s ASA meetings. They include Contemporary 

Latina/o Movements (co-sponsored with the Latina/o 

Sociology Section); New Directions in the Study of 

Race, Ethnicity, and Social Movements (co-sponsored 

with the Racial and Ethnic Minorities Section); and 

Embodiment and Social Movements (co-sponsored 

with the Body and Embodiment Section). We will also 

have a session on New Directions in Black 

Movements: Structure, Leadership, and Black Twitter. 

Other sessions include Feminist and Intersectional 

Approaches to Social Movements; Movement 

Relevant Research; and Whither Social Movement 

Theory? Additionally, we are co-sponsoring our 

reception with the Racial and Ethnic Minorities 

Section. Finally, our Membership Committee is 

working hard to add new and diverse members to our 

section. 

 

In the spirit of our commitment to the study of social 

movements and social change, I trust that our members 

will join with me to find ways to facilitate a more 

diverse and inclusive section. 

 

Sincerely, 

Belinda Robnett 
 

Developments in the Study of 

Social Movements: Perspectives 

from the UK 
 

By Graeme Hayes, Aston University  

 

Just as the civil rights and anti-Vietnam War 

movements had a profound effect on the development 

of US social movement scholarship, British social 
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movement scholarship emerged from the intellectual 

and social movements of the 1950s and 1960s, from 

the New Left to the Campaign for Nuclear 

Disarmament (CND), and has developed in close 

rapport with the evolution of movement activism in 

the UK. It has done so, however, in an academic 

landscape very different from that of the United States; 

indeed British sociology has historically had 

remarkably little to say about social movements, 

whilst (even today) neither the British Sociological 

Association nor the UK Political Studies Association 

has a specialist group or network devoted to the study 

of protest or collective action. Equally, dominant 

approaches to studying social movements developed 

across North America, from contentious politics to 

more recent cultural and emotions-centred analysis, 

have traditionally found purchase difficult in British 

movement scholarship.  

 

What has developed, however, is a ‘British tradition’ 

of analysis-from-below: an approach that is 

overwhelmingly qualitative, spans disciplines, and is 

driven above all by concerns with context and agency 

and praxis. Up to the late 1980s at least, the links 

between movements and university-based intellectuals 

on the British left were strong, and theoretical analysis 

was an unquestioned part of movement culture. These 

sensibilities - a widespread sense of political and 

ethical responsibility to the movements under study, 

the adoption of avowedly inter-disciplinary 

perspectives, innovative methodologies - are perhaps 

most present in the institutions of social movement 

analysis that British academia has now developed, 

particularly the annual spring Alternative Futures 

Conference in Manchester, which frequently connects 

Marxist theory with movement research, and the 

journal Social Movement Studies. 

 

These qualities are equally at the heart of a series of 

books on social movements published by UK-based 

academics over the last two or three years. One of the 

most stimulating is Anna Feigenbaum, Fabian Frenzel 

and Patrick McCurdy's Protest Camps (Zed Books 

2013). More, perhaps, than either its claim to be the 

first sustained exploration of the protest camp as a 

distinct political form of action or its broad 

international scope (five key camps in contrasting 

cultural contexts), the study is notable for its explicit 

adoption of an activist-academic insider position and 

its attention to the details of genealogies of action 

form. For example, focus on the micro-politics of 

action shows how the devolved, autonomous, 

'neighbourhood' structure of spatial organisation, now 

synonymous with camps, developed at the Greenham 

Common Peace Camp (probably the most influential 

protest of the 1980s in the Britain); the authors show 

that it did so not as a conscious ideologically 

determined practice, but as a result of the need to 

maintain concurrent blockades of multiple, spatially 

distant gates at the US Air Force Cruise-missile base. 

The granularity of context and of activist experience is 

present throughout the book; its ordering into 

'infrastructural analysis' - of communications, of 

action, of governance and of re-creation - allows 

comparative and synthetic analysis of the material 

cultures of protest.  

 

In some ways, Cristina Flesher Fominaya's Social 

Movements and Globalization: How Protests, 

Occupations and Uprisings are Changing the World  

(Palgrave, 2014) covers similar ground: it is highly 

accessible, has tremendous breadth, offers detailed 

synthesis of recent developments, here focusing on the 

relationship between the global justice movement and 

anti-austerity and pro-democracy movements, and 

emphasises inter alia the shared importance to these 

movements of autonomy and of cultural resistance as 

political intervention. Equally though, Flesher 

Fominaya comes back to the importance of granularity 

and of the contours of place for any understanding of 

the embodied forms in which collective action is made 

publicly manifest, whilst emphasising the 

consequential impact of actor ‘creativity, innovation, 

and reflexivity’ (p.114). Both books aim to get to grips 

with transnational phenomena by problematising the 

global, and stressing the ways in which local agency 

interprets, adapts, and (re)produces the general within 

the idiom of the particular; both books stress that 

movements move through experiment, dialogue, and 

reappropriation. 
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Left: Chair Belinda Robnett enjoying the company of CBSM section members at the 2015 CBSM Reception; Right: Honoring Hank Johnson, 

Founder of Mobilization, for his commitment to the success of this journal; Photo credit: Zakiya Luna 

 

As the title suggests, Raphael Schlembach's Against 

Old Europe: Critical Theory and Alter-Globalization 

Movements (Ashgate 2014) also focuses on the global 

justice movement. His book connects with another 

part of the tradition of British movement scholarship, 

in a way that is now perhaps rare: rather than searching 

for transferrable mechanisms and processes, 

Schlembach's 'activist research' engages with the ideas 

at the heart of the global justice movement, and he 

does so by drawing on critical theory in order to 

produce an intervention into movement debates, 'to let 

academic theories and movement discourses meet and 

speak to each other' (p.4). Perhaps most interestingly, 

Schlembach argues against the 'Europeanisms' of 

Habermas and Negri, and specifically their opposition 

of a North American neo-liberalism to the 

democratically authentic values of a European public 

sphere. For Schlembach, the construction of such 

narrow narrative dichotomies contains a trap, 

militating against the development of anti-capitalist 

critique and action, as it falsely locates systemic 

resistance within a romanticised Euro-centrism: 'as 

much as Europe needs a continent-wide resistance 

movement against austerity measures', he concludes, 

'this needs to be accompanied by a perspective for the 

emancipation from such national-chauvinistic 

interpretations of neoliberal crisis management; a 

movement against and beyond Old Europe' (p.138). 

 

Over the past two decades, social movement 

scholarship in Britain has become, nonetheless,                         

Continued on Page 5 

Highlights from the 2015 CBSM Workshop 
 

Left: Speaker Edwin Amenta addresses participants at the 2015 CBSM Workshop; Right: Mobilization cake  

Photo credit: Ali Kadivar (left); Zakiya Luna (right) 
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“Developments in the Study of Social Movements”, 

Continued from Page 4 

 

increasingly 'contentious', with increased use of both 

survey data and political process approaches, but with 

significant analytical divergences. Here, network 

theory is increasingly influential, as demonstrated by 

two recent books on the environmental movement, 

which has - along with the peace movement and the 

global justice movement - proved fertile terrain for the 

growth of social movement scholarship in the UK. 

Both Clare Saunders' Environmental Networks and 

Social Movement Theory (Bloomsbury 2013) and 

Brian Doherty and Tim Doyle’s Environmentalism, 

Resistance and Solidarity: The Politics of Friends of 

the Earth International (Palgrave 2013) place 

themselves in a European and British tradition of 

locating contention within the internal lives of 

organisations and networks, rather than in relationship 

to external political processes and institutions. 

 

In her book, Saunders thus places contentious politics 

approaches in tension with collective identity 

formation and Mario Diani's definition of social 

movements as networks of informal interaction. Her 

resultant study of environmental activism in London 

explicitly rejects the term social movement as 

analytically unhelpful, developing instead a synthetic 

framework for understanding the narration of 

networks, and the consequent patterns of interaction 

between groups within the network (p.3). In so doing, 

she moves towards an explicitly interactionist 

approach: what is necessary to understand the pattern 

of collective action, Saunders argues, is not just 

consideration of resources, opportunities, and 

identities, but of the ‘dynamic interplay between 

environmental organizations, the individuals that 

participate in them and those whom they challenge’ 

(p.22).  

 

This essentially interpretive approach, of using 

network mapping as a strategy of enquiry into 

movement cultures and interactions, is also at the 

forefront of Doherty and Doyle’s multi-methods 

exploration of the discourses and organisational 

practices of Friends of the Earth International. In 

particular, the authors focus on the tensions between 

Southern concerns and Northern resources within one 

coordinating structure, and on the centrality of intra-

movement debates to the construction of collective 

identities. Their 'within movement' analysis stresses 

the value of decentralisation to the development of 

radical perspectives within a normative framework of 

solidarity; network mapping confirms the presence of 

southern member organisations within the core group 

of dominant national branches, without losing sight of 

the persistence of structural inequalities within these 

networks. 

 

Generalisations are, of course, rarely accurate in the 

detail. But the contributions to social movement 

scholarship of UK-based academics appears to offer a 

distinctive approach, perhaps in part due to the 

necessarily multi-disciplinary academic landscape in 

which it develops. Equally, this creates blindspots: the 

UK-based academic Silke Roth pointed out recently 

that social movement analysis has been slow to pick 

up, for example, from work in gender studies 

concerning intersectionality. Amongst intriguing 

forthcoming/just published titles include Timothy 

Peace’s European Social Movements and Muslim 

Activism: Another World but with Whom? and 

Narzanin Massoumi’s Muslim Women, Social 

Movements and the 'War on Terror' (both Palgrave 

2015); these studies of Muslim 

activism in the Stop the War 

movement may prove to open 

new perspectives on 

contemporary Britain, the 

contemporary British peace 

movement, and the relationship 

between leftist political 

engagement and identity 

politics.  

 

Report from the Mayer N. Zald 

Award Committee 
 

The committee, including Belinda Robnett (Chair), 

Jonathan Horowitz, Elizabeth Borland and Manisha 

Desai, reviewed 14 graduate student paper 

submissions. We are pleased to announce that Robert 

Braun is the winner of the 2015 Collective Behavior 
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and Social Movements Mayer N. Zald Distinguished 

Contribution to Scholarship Student Paper Award.  

Mr. Braun is completing his Ph.D. from the 

Department of Government at Cornell University. His 

paper, “Religious Minorities and Resistance to 

Genocide: The Collective Rescue of Jews in the 

Netherlands during the Holocaust” is simply 

outstanding.  It not only makes a theoretical 

contribution, but a methodological one as well.  

 

Employing sophisticated geospatial modeling 

approaches to develop a new data set comprised of a 

great deal of archival data merged from German and 

other records, Braun combines theories of political 

violence and collective action to highlight the meso-

level explanations for why some religious groups 

engaged in high risk behavior to save Dutch Jews from 

genocide during the World War II German invasion of 

the Netherlands. He argues that neither macro-level 

explanations that some religious denominations are 

more altruistic than others, nor micro-level 

explanations of individual altruism adequately account 

for why some religious groups risk their lives to assist 

those that are threatened with genocide or mass 

killings.  Rather, a meso-level analysis shows that 

when religious groups are local minorities, they are 

more likely to engage in high risk behavior to save 

persecuted groups.  Two mechanisms facilitate this 

behavior. As minorities, the religious groups are much 

more insulated against betrayal as members are 

committed and loyal and so they are better able to set 

up clandestine organizations; and, second, such 

minority groups are more likely to feel empathy for the 

plight of the persecuted group and to adhere to a strong 

belief in pluralism. Thus, the religious denomination 

did not impact which group was willing to resist the 

genocide of Jews. Instead a minority of Protestants in 

a predominately Catholic community or a minority of 

Catholics in a predominately Protestant community 

were most likely to risk their lives to save Jews than 

when those religious groups represented the majority 

in their respective communities.  

 

One of our committee member’s commented, 

“Something that I think we’ve been missing in social 

movement scholarship of late is looking at the 

minority experience as a set; in particular, whether 

being a minority itself (beyond any specific 

characteristics of minority status such as social 

repression, economic disadvantage, cultural symbols, 

etc.) matters. I do not recall this point being made 

anywhere in such a direct, effective, and forceful 

manner. I think this paper should (and hopefully will) 

help to stimulate substantial research in mobilization 

vis-à-vis social position.”  The committee concurs 

with this summation, and is pleased to present Robert 

Braun with this well-deserved award. 

 

We would also like to recognize another paper that 

deserves our honorable mention. Congratulations goes 

to Aliza Luft, a Ph.D. candidate in the Department of 

Sociology at the University of Wisconsin, Madison, 

James Jasper and Robert Braun; Photo credit: Jocelyn Viterna 

Belinda Robnett and Aliza Luft; Photo credit: Jocelyn Viterna 

James Jasper and Robert Braun; Photo credit: Jocelyn Viterna 
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for her paper, “Toward a Dynamic Theory of Action 

at the Micro-Level of Genocide: Killing, 

Desistance, and Saving in 1994 Rwanda”. Through 

a micro-level examination of secondary sources, Luft 

also examines the mechanisms that determined why 

some refused to engage in the Rwandan genocide. She 

asserts that cognitive and social-psychological factors 

facilitated the involvement of Hutus in the genocide 

against the Tutsis while economic and relational 

factors served to support the Hutus resistance to the 

persecution of the Tutsis. Our committee is pleased to 

acknowledge Ms. Luft’s outstanding contribution. 

 

Belinda Robnett (Committee Chair) 

 

Recent Publications 

New Books 

 

Almeida, Paul D. and Allen Cordero, 

eds. 2015. Handbook of Social 

Movements across Latin 

America. Springer. 
(http://www.springer.com/us/book/978940179

9119) 

 

Beck, Colin J. 2015. Radicals, 

Revolutionaries, and Terrorists. Polity 

Press. 
(http://www.polity.co.uk/book.asp?ref=978074

5662114)  

 

Coy, Patrick G., ed. 2015. Research in 

Social Movements, Conflicts, and 

Change, Volume 38. Emerald Group 

Publishing Ltd.  
(http://books.emeraldinsight.com/display.asp?

K=9781785603594&cur=GBP&sf1=kword_in

dex%2Cbarcode%2Cseries&sort=sort_date%2

Fd&st1=Research+in+Social+Movements%2C

+Conflicts+and+Change+&sf2=eh_cat_class&
button_login=Go&m=1&dc=19)  

 

Deseriis, Marco. 2015. Improper 

Names: Collective Pseudonyms from 

the Luddites to Anonymous. University 

of Minnesota Press.  
(http://www.upress.umn.edu/book-

division/books/improper-names)  

 

Massey, Garth. 2015. Ways of Social 

Change: Making Sense of Modern 

Times, 2nd Edition. SAGE Publications, 

Inc. (https://us.sagepub.com/en-us/nam/ways-

of-social-change/book245364)   

 

Schock, Kurt, editor. 2015. Civil 

Resistance: Comparative Perspectives 

on Nonviolent Struggle. University of 

Minnesota Press.  
(https://www.upress.umn.edu/book-

division/books/civil-resistance)    

 

Tarrow, Sidney. 2015. War, States, and 

Contention: A Comparative Historical 

Study. Cornell University Press.  
(http://www.cornellpress.cornell.edu/book/?G

COI=80140100685240&fa=author&person_id

=1182)   

Deadline for the  

Spring 2016 Issue of  

CriticalMass Bulletin: 

April 15th, 2016 

http://www.springer.com/us/book/9789401799119
http://www.springer.com/us/book/9789401799119
http://www.polity.co.uk/book.asp?ref=9780745662114
http://www.polity.co.uk/book.asp?ref=9780745662114
http://books.emeraldinsight.com/display.asp?K=9781785603594&cur=GBP&sf1=kword_index%2Cbarcode%2Cseries&sort=sort_date%2Fd&st1=Research+in+Social+Movements%2C+Conflicts+and+Change+&sf2=eh_cat_class&button_login=Go&m=1&dc=19
http://books.emeraldinsight.com/display.asp?K=9781785603594&cur=GBP&sf1=kword_index%2Cbarcode%2Cseries&sort=sort_date%2Fd&st1=Research+in+Social+Movements%2C+Conflicts+and+Change+&sf2=eh_cat_class&button_login=Go&m=1&dc=19
http://books.emeraldinsight.com/display.asp?K=9781785603594&cur=GBP&sf1=kword_index%2Cbarcode%2Cseries&sort=sort_date%2Fd&st1=Research+in+Social+Movements%2C+Conflicts+and+Change+&sf2=eh_cat_class&button_login=Go&m=1&dc=19
http://books.emeraldinsight.com/display.asp?K=9781785603594&cur=GBP&sf1=kword_index%2Cbarcode%2Cseries&sort=sort_date%2Fd&st1=Research+in+Social+Movements%2C+Conflicts+and+Change+&sf2=eh_cat_class&button_login=Go&m=1&dc=19
http://books.emeraldinsight.com/display.asp?K=9781785603594&cur=GBP&sf1=kword_index%2Cbarcode%2Cseries&sort=sort_date%2Fd&st1=Research+in+Social+Movements%2C+Conflicts+and+Change+&sf2=eh_cat_class&button_login=Go&m=1&dc=19
http://books.emeraldinsight.com/display.asp?K=9781785603594&cur=GBP&sf1=kword_index%2Cbarcode%2Cseries&sort=sort_date%2Fd&st1=Research+in+Social+Movements%2C+Conflicts+and+Change+&sf2=eh_cat_class&button_login=Go&m=1&dc=19
http://www.upress.umn.edu/book-division/books/improper-names
http://www.upress.umn.edu/book-division/books/improper-names
https://us.sagepub.com/en-us/nam/ways-of-social-change/book245364
https://us.sagepub.com/en-us/nam/ways-of-social-change/book245364
https://www.upress.umn.edu/book-division/books/civil-resistance
https://www.upress.umn.edu/book-division/books/civil-resistance
http://www.cornellpress.cornell.edu/book/?GCOI=80140100685240&fa=author&person_id=1182
http://www.cornellpress.cornell.edu/book/?GCOI=80140100685240&fa=author&person_id=1182
http://www.cornellpress.cornell.edu/book/?GCOI=80140100685240&fa=author&person_id=1182
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Wood, Richard L. and Brad R. Fulton. 

2015. A Shared Future: Faith-Based 

Organizing for Racial Equity and 

Ethical Democracy. University of 

Chicago Press. 
(http://press.uchicago.edu/ucp/books/book/chic

ago/S/bo21803891.html)   

 

Other Publications 
Akchurin, Maria. Forthcoming. “Constructing the 

Rights of Nature: Constitutional Reform, 

Mobilization, and Environmental Protection in 

Ecuador.” Law and Social Inquiry, 

DOI: 10.1111/lsi.12141.  

 

Almeida, Paul D. 2015. “Unintended Consequences of 

State-Led Development: A Theory of Mobilized 

Opposition to Neoliberalism.” Sociology of 

Development, 1(2): 259-276. 

 

Corcoran, Katie, David Pettinicchio and Jacob Young. 

2015. “Perceptions of Structural Injustice and 

Efficacy: Participation in Low/High Cost Forms of 

Collective Action.” Sociological Inquiry, 85(3): 429-

461. 

 

Evans, Erin M. 2015. “Bearing Witness: How 

Controversial Organizations Get the Quality of Media 

Coverage They Want.” Social Movement Studies, 

DOI: 10.1080/14742837.2015.1060158. 

 

Evans, Erin M. 2015. “Stumbling Blocks or Stepping 

Stones? The Problems and Promises of Policy Reform 

for the Animal Advocacy Movement.” Sociological 

Perspectives, DOI: 10.1177/0731121415593276. 

 

Guzmán, Sebastián G. Forthcoming. “‘Should I Trust 

the Bank or the Social Movement?’ Motivated 

Reasoning and Debtors’ Work to Accept 

Misinformation.” Sociological Forum, 30(4), 

DOI: 10.1111/socf.12201.  

 

Lamb-Books, Benjamin. 2015. “Abolitionists and the 

Eloquence of Abuse: Revisiting Status and Rhetoric in 

Social Movements.” Social Movement Studies, 

DOI: 10.1080/14742837.2015.1037264.  

Luft, Aliza. 2015. “Genocide as Contentious Politics.” 

Sociology Compass, 9(10): 897-909. 

 

Luft, Aliza. 2015. “Toward a Dynamic Theory of 

Action at the Micro-Level of Genocide: Killing, 

Desistance, and Saving in 1994 Rwanda.” 

Sociological Theory, 33(2): 148-172. 

 

Maginot, Kelly Birch and Soma Chaudhuri. 2015. 

“‘No Shaming This Slut’: Strategic Frame Adaptation 

and North American SlutWalk Campaigns.” Research 

in Social Movements, Conflicts and Change, 38: 137-

170.  

 

Trevizo, Dolores. 2014. “Political Repression and the 

Struggles for Human Rights in Mexico: 1968–1990s.” 

Social Science History, 38(3-4): 483-511, 

DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/ssh.2015.22.  

 

Velitchkova, Ana. 2015. “World Culture, Uncoupling, 

Institutional Logics, and Recoupling: Practices and 

Self-Identification as Institutional Microfoundations 

of Political Violence.” Sociological Forum, 30: 698–

720.  

 

Additional Announcements 
Heather McKee Hurwitz has accepted a position as 

a Post-Doctoral Fellow in the Athena Center for 

Leadership Studies and the Department of Sociology 

at Barnard College in New York City, NY. 

 

Aliza Luft is the winner of the Eastern Sociological 

Society’s 2015 Candace Rogers Best Student Paper 

Award for her paper, “Toward a Dynamic Theory of 

Action at the Micro-Level of Genocide: Killing, 

Desistance, and Saving in 1994 Rwanda” (citation 

above).  

 

Sidney Tarrow, Matthew M. Upson Emeritus 

Professor of Government and Visiting Professor of 

Law, Cornell University, is the winner of the 2015 

John D. McCarthy Award for Lifetime Achievement 

in the Scholarship of Social Movements and 

Collective Behavior. 

 

 

http://press.uchicago.edu/ucp/books/book/chicago/S/bo21803891.html
http://press.uchicago.edu/ucp/books/book/chicago/S/bo21803891.html
http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/ssh.2015.22
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2015 Job Market Candidates 
 

Erin M. Evans, University of California, Irvine 

(emevans@uci.edu) 

Website: www.emevans.com 

 

Research interests: Social Movements, Science 

Studies, Public Policy, Culture, Environmental 

Sociology, Animal Studies 

 

Dissertation Title: “Taking Root: Animal Advocacy 

and the Regulation of Science” 

 

Abstract: Activists rarely get everything they want 

from policy demands. During the policy reform 

process movement demands are tempered into 

political compromises. Do these policy concessions 

co-opt movements or do they provide activists a 

foothold for further change? This question is 

fundamental to democracy: Can activists promote the 

change they want through democratic processes like 

policy reform? The animal advocacy movement’s on 

going work to protect animals in research provides a 

good case for examining this topic. I explore the 

impact of federal regulation at the laboratory level by 

interviewing scientists, bioethicists, veterinarians, and 

other professionals involved in research with animals. 

I also use ethnographic observation, archival data, and 

content analysis of newspaper data to capture overtime 

changes. Broadly, I argue that the outcomes of activist 

challenges depend largely on characteristics of the 

institution being targeted. I argue that science, as a 

targeted institution, is structured such that even 

seemingly modest policy reforms have embedded 

activists’ interests inside the institution. My research 

agenda is distinct in two ways. First, I examine how 

activists affect change in institutions that are not 

explicitly political, like science and mass media. 

Second, I explore how activists affect institutional 

change in cross-cultural contexts. 

 

Ali Kadivar, University of North Carolina 

(kadivar@unc.edu)  

Website: http://kadivar.web.unc.edu/  

 

Research interests: politics, social movements, 

democratization, Middle East 

Dissertation Title: “Mass Mobilization and Durability 

of New Democracies” 

 

Abstract: A generation ago, political scientist Samuel 

Huntington commented that “democratic regimes that 

last have seldom, if ever, been instituted by mass 

popular actors” (1984:212). This paper subjects this 

observation to empirical investigation using statistical 

and comparative-historical analyses of new 

democracies over the past half-century. Contrary to 

Huntington’s suggestion, I argue that new 

democracies growing out of mass mobilization are 

more likely to survive than new democracies that came 

about without mobilization. Survival analysis of 112 

young democracies based on original data show that 

the longer the mobilization, the more likely the 

ensuing democracy is to survive. I use five case 

studies, then, varied on length of mobilization and 

democratic outcome to investigate the mechanisms. In 

particular, sustained unarmed uprisings have 

generated the longest-lasting new democracies – 

largely because they are forced to develop an 

organizational structure that provides a leadership 

cadre for the new regime, forges links between the 

government and society, and strengthens checks on the 

power post-transition government. 

 

Jeff A. Larson, Asst. Professor, Towson University 

(Ph.D. from the University of Arizona) 

(jlarson@towson.edu)   

Website: http://pages.towson.edu/jlarson/ 

 

Research interests: Social movements, organizations, 

institutions and institutional change, culture 

 

Dissertation Title: “Why Change? Organizational 

Adaptation and Stability in a Social Movement Field” 

 

Abstract: This study confronts a longstanding 

assumption in the study of social movements, that they 

exist at the margins of institutions, rendering them 

relatively free of the institutionalized rules, norms, and 

routines others face. Based on archival and interview 

data, I investigate Seattle’s social movement field 

between 1999 and 2005 and find a degree of 

organizational stability unexpected by existing 

theories. Using quantitative scaling methods, I show 

mailto:emevans@uci.edu
http://www.emevans.com/
mailto:kadivar@unc.edu
http://kadivar.web.unc.edu/
mailto:jlarson@towson.edu
http://pages.towson.edu/jlarson/
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that the field is divided into relatively stable clusters 

of organizations based on the particular combination 

of issues, targets, and tactics that they adopt. These 

clusters reflect the field’s dominant institutional 

movement logics, cultural templates that provide 

SMOs with a focus of attention, a source of meaning 

and identity, and a vision of how to “do” contention. 

Change at the organizational level—indicated by an 

organization’s use of the same issues, tactics, and 

targets from one year to the next—is minimal. 

Consistent with structural inertia theory, these 

organizations are more likely to change their targets 

and tactics, because issues lie at the core of their 

resource mobilization function. Combining insights 

from both social movement studies and organizational 

analysis, this study advances an institutional 

explanation of stability and change rooted in the social 

movement field and the deeply held cultural beliefs 

about how a social movement should or should not 

behave. 

 

Aliza Luft, University of Wisconsin, Madison 

(aluft@wisc.edu)  

Website: http://www.alizaluft.com/  

 

Research interests: Political Sociology; War and 

Violence; Collective Action and Social Movements; 

Comparative-Historical Sociology; Race, Ethnicity, 

Religion, Gender; Qualitative Methods; Sociological 

Theory 

 

Dissertation Title: “Shifting Stances: How French 

Bishops Defected from Support for Vichy Anti-

Semitism to Save Jews During the Holocaust” 

 

Abstract: Shifting Stances: How French Bishops 

Defected from Vichy to Save Jews During the 

Holocaust, explains the mechanisms that motivated 

French clergy first to endorse Vichy anti-Semitism in 

1940, and then to protest Vichy’s policies toward Jews 

in 1942. I analyze newly available historical sources 

written in French and Hebrew and collected from 

fifteen archives in ten cities and three countries—

France, USA, Israel—to explain how individuals and 

institutions trade the benefits of stability for the risky 

behavior associated with collective action in violent 

contexts. This project is distinguished from other 

research on high-risk mobilization in its recognition 

that the same organization may act in contradictory 

ways over time. I challenge research that assumes an 

organization’s position can be predicted through its 

ethnic, racial, or religious affiliation, as well as work 

that treats behavioral stances as fixed throughout the 

course of a conflict. In its emphasis on the decision-

making processes of clergy, Shifting Stances also 

explains what triggers “first actors” in dangerous 

settings where mobilization places both self and 

community at grave risk. Drawing on a range of 

methodological tools, including comparative-

historical, qualitative, and quantitative analysis, I find 

that critical events disrupt routines and provide 

openings for new lines of action in violent contexts. 

However, for these openings to be effective, the 

creation of clandestine networks that draw on pre-

existing relationships is necessary to counter the 

constraints of existing formal structures. 

 

Dana M. Moss, Department of Sociology, University 

of California, Irvine   

(dmmoss@uci.edu)   

Website: http://www.danammoss.com/  

 

Research interests: Collective action and repression; 

transnationalism and diasporas; and the Arab world 

 

Dissertation Title: “The Arab Spring Abroad: 

Mobilization among Syrian, Libyan, and Yemeni 

Diasporas in the U.S. and Great Britain” 

 

Abstract:  As protests across the Middle East produced 

a cascade of revolutions in 2011, Arabs abroad also 

mobilized to support the uprisings in their respective 

home-countries. While existing theories suggest that 

diasporas in liberal Western states are ideally 

positioned to influence conflicts at home, only some 

diaspora movements played a significant role in the 

Arab Spring revolutions. In order to understand why 

their roles varied significantly, my dissertation 

compares the collective action of Syrians, Libyans, 

and Yemenis in the U.S. and Great Britain using data 

that include 248 in-depth interviews. The analysis 

demonstrates that four factors shaped pro-revolution 

diaspora mobilization: the home-country regime’s 

efforts to deter dissent abroad; the severity of regime 

mailto:aluft@wisc.edu
http://www.alizaluft.com/
mailto:dmmoss@uci.edu
http://www.danammoss.com/
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violence; the character of the conflict; and the 

responses of third parties to the revolution. The study 

concludes that the Arab Spring empowered diasporas 

to revolt against dictatorships, but that they only 

played a role in the revolutions when conflicts 

escalated into zero-sum crises that then created 

pathways for activists abroad to transfer capital to their 

compatriots. This research advances the study of 

cross-national conflict by demonstrating how crises at 

home transform previously un-mobilized diasporas 

into auxiliaries for social change. Although existing 

theories suggest that diasporas in liberal states are 

ideally positioned to meddle in home-country affairs, 

I demonstrate instead that their transnational 

mobilization occurs under specific disruptive 

conditions in the home-country.  

 

Laura K. Nelson, Northwestern University (Ph.D. 

from the University of California, Berkeley)  

(Laura.Nelson@northwestern.edu)  

Website: http://www.lauraknelson.com 

 

Research interests: I use computational methods to 

research culture, social movements, and gender. I'm 

particularly interested in how broad belief systems 

influence the form and politics of social movements, 

and how broad changes in the institutional 

environment are impacting the way social movements 

organize. 

 

Dissertation Title: “The Power of Place: Structure, 

Culture, and Continuities in U.S. Women's 

Movement” 

 

Abstract:  Much of the research on U.S. women's 

movements suggests that the first wave “woman 

suffrage” movement remained almost exclusively in 

the political realm, while the second wave feminist 

movement was unique in its emphasis on the social, 

cultural, and personal spheres. My 

dissertation challenges this account, showing that the 

so-called “between-wave” distinction existed, but it 

existed between cities within each wave. For instance, 

I show that what historians call second-wave 

feminism—the feminism that focused on cultural and 

personal issues—was actually New York City-style 

feminism that stretched all the way back to the first 

wave. To identify these patterns I use network and 

computational text analyses to measure the different 

structures and underlying cultural assumptions of the 

feminist fields in New York City and Chicago between 

1865 and 1975. I detail three mechanisms producing 

this within-city persistence, each contributing to a 

city's unique “rolling inertia.” This research points to 

the importance of the institutionalization of city-based 

political cultures in shaping social movement fields. I 

suggest that computational methods, including 

automated text analysis, can open up new avenues for 

measuring (latent) cultural institutions and can lead to 

new ways of conducting formal comparative-historical 

social science. 

 

Katie Nutter-Pridgen, University of Florida  

(knutter@ufl.edu) 

 

Research interests:  social movements, sexuality, 

gender, online organizing, and qualitative 

methodologies 

 

Dissertation Title: “‘Don’t Call Me a Fence-Sitter; I’m 

a Bridge Builder!’ A Situational Analysis of 

Contemporary Bisexual Activism and New Social 

Movement Terrain” 

 

Abstract: Despite the increasing awareness of gay, 

lesbian, LGBT, and queer activism in the United 

States, some sexual minorities continue to face 

marginalization, even within these movements 

(Anderlini-D’Onofrio 2003, Burleson 2005). Those 

interested in bisexual rights specifically are creating a 

movement within a unique historical, cultural, 

material, and discursive situation. To create a more 

comprehensive view of the multiple elements 

influencing and interacting to comprise the situation of 

action of the contemporary bisexual movement today, 

this project utilizes situational analysis. Based on this 

analysis, the situation of action of current bisexual 

activism empirically supports the existence of a 

bisexual movement, unique from other movements. 

This research highlights new empirical findings about 

the bisexual movement that have not been previously 

discussed in literature, including the impact that 

academic, political, and virtual environments have on 

movement framing, emotions, tactics, and coalition-

mailto:Laura.Nelson@northwestern.edu
http://www.lauraknelson.com/
mailto:knutter@ufl.edu
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building. These results serve to extend social 

movement theory, specifically when considering the 

construction of collective identity, the influence of 

infighting, and the use of online tools within a new 

social movement. Contemporary bisexual activists are 

building bridges in ways that contribute to bi 

movement successes and push social movement 

theories in new directions. 

 

2015 CBSM Section Awards 
 

Charles Tilly Award for the Best Book in Collective 

Behavior and Social Movements  

 

Co-Winner: 

 

Kimport, Katrina. 2013. Queering 

Marriage: Challenging Family 

Formation in the United States. 

Rutgers University Press. 
(http://rutgerspress.rutgers.edu/product/Queeri

ng-Marriage,5026.aspx)  

 

Katrina Kimport's Queering Marriage takes off from 

an episode of collective behavior, an assembling 

process that issued in a queue. This was not just any 

line of people; it was composed of same-sex couples 

waiting to apply for marriage licenses in what came to 

be known as San Francisco's Winter of Love in 2004. 

Amazingly, they succeeded, albeit with a few bumps 

along the way. The applications and the ceremonies 

that followed were among the most moving, 

photogenic images of recent social justice efforts, 

helping spread sympathy for same-sex marriage very 

widely. Kimport wonderfully explores what same-

sex marriage means for mobilization, for marriage, for 

American culture, and for heteronormativity. It 

demonstrates how mobilizations are capable of 

reshaping cultures as well as laws. 

 

James M. Jasper  

 

 

 

 

 

Co-Winner: 

 

 

Walker, Edward T. 2014. Grassroots 

for Hire: Public Affairs Consultants in 

American Democracy. Cambridge 

University Press. 
(http://www.cambridge.org/us/academic/subjec

ts/politics-international-relations/political-

economy/grassroots-hire-public-affairs-

consultants-american-democracy)   

 

Social movements are sometimes big business, and 

Edward Walker’s Grassroots for Hire documents the 

rise of the grassroots public affairs consulting industry 

that mobilizes demonstrations and campaigns for 

profit. The book stands out for its originality of 

James Jasper and Katrina Kimport (above); James Jasper and Edward 

Walker (below); Photo credit: Jocelyn Viterna 

http://rutgerspress.rutgers.edu/product/Queering-Marriage,5026.aspx
http://rutgerspress.rutgers.edu/product/Queering-Marriage,5026.aspx
http://www.cambridge.org/us/academic/subjects/politics-international-relations/political-economy/grassroots-hire-public-affairs-consultants-american-democracy
http://www.cambridge.org/us/academic/subjects/politics-international-relations/political-economy/grassroots-hire-public-affairs-consultants-american-democracy
http://www.cambridge.org/us/academic/subjects/politics-international-relations/political-economy/grassroots-hire-public-affairs-consultants-american-democracy
http://www.cambridge.org/us/academic/subjects/politics-international-relations/political-economy/grassroots-hire-public-affairs-consultants-american-democracy
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conception and the quality of its execution, including 

the analytic care that Walker has taken and the 

thorough and meticulous data collection that supports 

the book’s arguments. For the most part, these 

consultants are not selling “astroturf,” but instead they 

are identifying and mobilizing segments of the public 

who genuinely can be persuaded that particular 

business lobbying interests align with their own. 

Walker finds no evidence that these campaigns crowd 

out other forms of political participation, but neither 

do they expand participation. For the most part they 

mobilize those who are already advantaged. This is the 

definitive book on an important phenomenon that also 

should cause us to rethink some of the basic 

assumptions of social movement scholarship. 

 

Isaac Martin  

 

The winners of this year’s Best Published Article 

Award were Rory McVeigh, David Cunningham, 

and Justin Farrell. 2014. “Political Polarization as 

a Social Movement Outcome: 1960s Klan Activism 

and Its Enduring Impact on Political Realignment 

in Southern Counties, 1960 to 2000.” American 

Sociological Review, 79(6): 1144-1171.  

Edwin Amenta (chair), Doron Shultziner, LeeAnn 

Banaszak, and Drew Halfmann 

This paper examines the impact of Klan mobilization 

on political polarization, and especially the movement 

of Southern whites into the Republican Party. It argues 

that movement activity can produce extreme political 

thinking by disrupting social ties and creating new 

discussion networks. It convincingly utilizes both 

county and individual-level analyses and develops a 

valuable new data set of Klan activity.  Committee 

members called it persuasive, sophisticated and likely 

to influence social movement theory.    

 

Honorable Mention: Guillermo Trejo. 2014. “The 

Ballot and the Street: An Electoral Theory of Social 

Protest in Autocracies.” Perspectives on Politics, 

12(2): 332-352. 

This article utilizes qualitative and quantitative 

analyses to examine the relationship between social 

movements and opposition parties in autocracies. 

Committee members said that it was well-theorized, 

well executed and relevant to central issues in 

democratization theory and social movement theory. 

 

Drew Halfmann 

 

Secretary/Treasurer Report 
 

Overview 

The CBSM section continues to thrive. We offered an 

engaging set of sessions at the annual meetings in 

Chicago, and we continue to honor exemplary 

scholarship with our section awards, develop our 

internal networks with our preconference, and invest 

in emerging scholars through the mentoring program.   

 

Membership 

As of July 8, 2015, we had 775 members. We are 

projected to have 851 by the end of the year.  That 

would be up about 15 from the end of 2014. Being over 

800 members at year-end will ensure that we are able 

to hold 5 sessions and the business meeting in Seattle 

next year as we have for the last several years.  

 

Section financial status 

As of June 30, 2015, the section had $11,930 on hand.  

Thanks to Brayden King and the Kellogg School of 

Management, plus a generous donation from the 

journal Mobilization, we spent a mere $209 in section 

funds to run the preconference. After the usual James Jasper and Rory McVeigh; Photo credit: Jocelyn Viterna 
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expenditures associated with the 2015 annual 

meetings including the reception ($4,919.15), award 

plaques ($174.42) and the Outstanding Graduate 

Student paper prize ($250), we will have 

approximately $6,803.43 left.   

 

Sarah Sobieraj (former Secretary/Treasurer) and  

Jocelyn Viterna (current Secretary/Treasurer) 

 

Calls for Papers and Other 

Opportunities 
 

Calls for Papers 
 

CBSM Sessions at ASA 2016 Annual Meeting in 

Seattle (For more information, see the official Call for 

Papers on the ASA website). 

 

SOCIAL MOVEMENTS CONFERENCE - CALL 

FOR PAPERS 
  

From 1995 to 2015, Manchester Metropolitan 

University hosted a series of very successful annual 

international conferences on “ALTERNATIVE 

FUTURES and POPULAR PROTEST.” 

  

We're very happy to announce that the 21st AF&PP 

Conference will be held between Monday, the 21st and 

Wednesday, the 23rd of March, 2016.  

  

The Conference rubric will remain as in previous 

years. The aim is to explore the dynamics of popular 

movements, along with the ideas which animate their 

activists and supporters and which contribute to 

shaping their fate. Reflecting the inherent cross-

disciplinary nature of the issues, previous participants 

(from over 60 countries) have come from such 

specialisms as sociology, politics, cultural studies, 

social psychology, economics, history and 

geography.  The Manchester conferences have been 

notable for discovering a fruitful and friendly meeting 

ground between activism and academia. 

  

PRELIMINARY CALL FOR PAPERS: We invite 

offers of papers relevant to the conference 

themes.  Papers should address such matters 

as:  contemporary and historical social movements and 

popular protests; social movement theory; utopias and 

experiments; ideologies of collective action; etc. 

  

To offer a paper, please contact either of the 

conference convenors with a brief 

abstract: EITHER Colin Barker OR Mike Tyldesley. 

Manchester Metropolitan University, Geoffrey 

Manton Building, Rosamond Street West, Manchester 

M15 6LL, England;  

Email: c.barker@mmu.ac.uk   

Email: m.tyldesley@mmu.ac.uk   

  

CONFERENCE PAPERS: We ask those giving 

papers to supply them in advance, for inclusion on a 

CD of the complete papers which will be available 

from the conference opening. Preferred method: send 

the paper to Colin Barker as an email attachment in 

MS Word. Any separate illustrations, etc., should be 

sent separately in .jpg format. If this is impossible, 

post a copy of the text to Mike Tyldesley on a CD disk 

in MS Word format. Final date for receipt of abstracts: 

Monday, 29th February, 2016. Final date for receipt 

of actual papers: Monday, 7th March, 2016. 

 

MINI-CONFERENCE OF THE COMPARATIVE 

HISTORICAL SOCIOLOGY SECTION:  

“Can Comparative Historical Sociology Change 

the World?” 

 

The Comparative Historical Sociology section of the 

American Sociological Association and the Equality 

Development and Globalization Studies (EDGS) 

program at Northwestern University are pleased to 

announce a mini-conference entitled “Can 

Comparative Historical Sociology Save the World?” 

The conference will take place August 19th, 2016, at 

the University of Washington, in Seattle. 

 

We live in a world where the most important policy 

concerns, from terrorism and climate change to the 

fight against poverty and infectious disease, transcend 

national borders.  This conference explores how 

scholars might use the tools of comparative and 

historical sociology to engage issues of public 

concern. An opening plenary session moderated by 

Professor Monica Prasad will engage both advanced 

mailto:c.barker@mmu.ac.uk
mailto:m.tyldesley@mmu.ac.uk
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and early-stage scholars in conversation on this issue. 

Other sessions will be organized around the papers 

accepted through this call. 

  

We encourage paper submissions from scholars at all 

career stages, from sociology and other disciplines. 

We are especially interested in submissions that 

employ comparative and historical methods to 

examine important issues of our day, such as (but not 

limited to) global market regulation, questions of 

immigration and citizenship, poverty, environmental 

insecurity, and protracted race, gender and class 

inequality. We also invite submissions reflecting on 

the tradition of policy-relevant research in 

comparative historical sociology, as well as what the 

role of comparative and historical 

methods could or should be in public debate. 

  

Please submit abstracts of no more than 500 words 

through the electronic abstract submission form: 

http://form.jotform.us/form/52724660569160. The 

deadline for paper submission is January 30th,  2016. 

  

Conference participants and attendees will be asked to 

contribute a participation fee of $25 for faculty and 

$15 for students. Funding to defray costs of travel and 

lodging will be awarded on a lottery basis for 

interested graduate students and term faculty 

participants. Announcements about travel awards will 

be made after papers are accepted.  

  

For questions, please contact the planning committee 

at chsminicon@gmail.com. 

 

CALL FOR PAPERS: 

Precarious Work: Domination and Resistance in 

the US, China, and the World 

Today precarious work presents perhaps the greatest 

global challenge to worker well-being, and has 

become a major rallying point for worker mobilization 

around the world.  This conference focuses on 

analyzing the growth of precarious employment and 

informal labor, its consequences for workers and their 

families, the challenges it poses to worker organizing 

and collective mobilization, and how workers and 

other social actors are responding to precariousness. 

We seek to understand the patterns of social and 

economic domination of labor shaped by the state, 

capital, gender, class, age, ethnicity, skills, and 

citizenship, and examine the manifestations of labor 

resistance and acquiescence in their specific contexts. 

The conference is initiated by the American 

Sociological Association (ASA)’s Labor and Labor 

Movements Section, the International Sociological 

Association (ISA)’s Research Committee on Labor 

Movements (RC44), and the Chinese Sociological 

Association’s China Association of Work and Labor 

(CAWL). It builds in part on an ongoing scholarly 

exchange between the ASA Labor Section and the 

CAWL. The conference program will focus on the 

United States and China, but will include a range of 

global cases and perspectives. Interdisciplinary 

approaches and innovative research methods are 

welcomed. 

We invite original contributions from academics 

(including young scholars, graduate students, post-

docs, and early career researchers), labor organizers, 

and other practitioners. Completed papers are 

expected for the conference, and the selected papers 

will be peer-reviewed for academic publications. 

Special issues may appear in: 

 Critical Sociology 

 Global Labour Journal 

  International Journal of Comparative 

Sociology 

 and an edited book series of Brill Publications. 

The conference will take place on Friday, August 10th, 

2016 (the day before the ASA Annual Meeting), in a 

downtown Seattle location close to the ASA site. It 

will run all day from 8:30am to 6:00pm. It is a valuable 

opportunity for participants to present new research 

projects, to find out about cutting edge scholarly work, 

and to network with researchers at home and abroad. 

We encourage people to submit abstracts aimed at a 

number of provisionally planned sessions (listed here). 

Apart from the proposed session topics, we also 

encourage participants to submit work that examines 

how precarious work is supported, challenged, and 

mailto:chsminicon@gmail.com
http://irle.ucla.edu/events/2014/CallForPapers.php
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complicated by other social categories, processes, and 

lenses, such as: 

SUBMISSION DEADLINE: The deadline for 

abstract submission is 23:59 on 31 January 2016 (UTC 

or Coordinated Universal Time, which is US Eastern 

Time + 5 or Beijing Time - 8). Please write in English. 

Send your maximum 250-word abstract (including 

title of session to which you would like to submit it), 

full name, institution, and email contact to Brittney 

Lee at blee@irle.ucla.edu  

Results will be notified by email on 1 March 2016. 

PAPER SUBMISSION: Each presenter should 

submit a maximum 9,000-word full paper, including 

notes and references, by 15 July 2016. 

There is no charge for conference registration. 

For further information:  

http://irle.ucla.edu/events/PrecariousWork.php or con

tact Chris Tilly, tilly@ucla.edu 

 

Other Opportunities 
 

Nominations Sought for CBSM Section Awards! 

 

Section on Collective Behavior and Social 

Movements Mayer N. Zald Distinguished 

Contribution to Scholarship Student Paper Award 

 

Anyone without a PhD in 2015 is considered a student, 

and any paper (published or unpublished) written in 

2014 by a student or students (i.e., no PhD coauthors) 

is eligible.  A previously submitted paper may be 

resubmitted only if significantly revised.  Authors may 

submit their own work, or nominations may be made 

by section members. No lengthy nominating letters 

please, and please send all questions to the committee 

chair.  This award includes a $500 prize.  Send a copy 

of the paper electronically to each of the committee 

members by March 1, 2016: 

 

Mayer Zald Outstanding Graduate Student Paper 

Award Committee:  

Kenneth Andrews (chair), kta1@email.unc.edu; 

Drew Halfmann, dhalfmann@ucdavis.edu;  

Catherine Corrigall-Brown, corrigall.brown@ubc.ca;  

Robert Braun, rb529@cornell.edu. 

 

Section on Collective Behavior and Social 

Movements Distinguished Contribution to 

Scholarship Article Award 

 

Articles and chapters from edited books with 

publication dates of 2015 are eligible. Authors may 

submit their own work, or nominations may be made 

by section members.  No lengthy nominating letters 

please, and please send all questions to the committee 

chair.  Send a copy of the article electronically to each 

member of the prize committee by March 1, 2016: 

 

Best Published Article Award Committee:   

James M. Jasper (chair), jjasper@gc.cuny.edu; 

Neal Caren, neal.caren@unc.edu; 

Elizabeth Borland, Borland@tcnj.edu; 

Justin Farrell, justin.farrell@yale.edu. 

 

Section on Collective Behavior and Social 

Movements Charles Tilly Distinguished 

Contribution to Scholarship Book Award 

 

Section members, authors, or publishers may 

nominate books with publication dates of 2015. 

Authors may submit their own work, or nominations 

may be made by section members or publishers.  No 

lengthy nominating letters please, and please send all 

questions to the committee chair.  Send or have 

publishers send a copy of the book to each member of 

the prize committee by March 1, 2016: 

 

Charles Tilly Award for Best Book Committee:   

Belinda Robnett (Chair), brobnett@uci.edu, 

(University of California, School of Social Sciences, 

Department of Sociology, 3151 Social Science Plaza, 

Irvine, CA. 92697-5100);  

Lee Ann Banaszak, lab14@psu.edu, (Department of 

Political Science, Pennsylvania State University, 31 

Pond Lab, University Park, PA 16802);  

Edward Walker, walker@soc.ucla.edu, (Department 

of Sociology, University of California, Los Angeles, 

228A Haines Hall, Los Angeles, CA. 90095);  

mailto:blee@irle.ucla.edu
http://irle.ucla.edu/events/PrecariousWork.php
mailto:tilly@ucla.edu
mailto:kta1@email.unc.edu
mailto:dhalfmann@ucdavis.edu
mailto:corrigall.brown@ubc.ca
mailto:rb529@cornell.edu
mailto:jjasper@gc.cuny.edu
mailto:neal.caren@unc.edu
mailto:Borland@tcnj.edu
mailto:justin.farrell@yale.edu
mailto:brobnett@uci.edu
mailto:lab14@psu.edu
mailto:walker@soc.ucla.edu
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Katrina Kimport, katrina.kimport@ucsf.edu, (UCSF-

ANSIRH, 1330 Broadway, Suite 1100, Oakland, CA 

94612). 

 

Section on Collective Behavior and Social 

Movements Distinguished Contribution to 

Scholarship Dissertation Award 

 

Any doctoral dissertation completed (i.e. successfully 

submitted, defended, and approved) in calendar year 

2015 is eligible. Only nominations from the student’s 

dissertation chair or co-chair will be accepted. 

Nomination letters should not exceed two typed pages 

in length. The nomination letter should be 

accompanied by the dissertation in electronic form. 

Please direct all questions to the committee chair. This 

award includes a $1,000 prize. Send a copy of the 

nomination letter and dissertation to each of the 

committee members by March 1, 2016: 

 

Outstanding Dissertation Award Committee:  

Wayne Santoro (Chair), wsantoro@unm.edu;  

Tanya Saunders, saunders.425.osu.edu;  

Steven Boutcher, boutcher@soc.umass.edu;  

Melissa Wooten, mwooten@soc.umass.edu.  

 

Nominations Sought for ASA Major Awards! 
 

ASA members are encouraged to submit nominations 

for the following ASA awards. The deadline for 

nominations is provided with each award criteria. 

Award selection committees, appointed by ASA 

Council, are constituted to review nominations. These 

awards are presented at the ASA Annual Meeting each 

August. The deadline for submission of nominations 

is January 29th, 2016, unless noted otherwise in the 

individual award criteria. 

 

We are currently looking for nominees for the 

following awards: 

  

 W.E.B. DuBois Career of Distinguished 

Scholarship ASA Award 

 Distinguished Scholarly Book ASA Award 

 Distinguished Contributions to Teaching ASA 

Award 

 Distinguished Career ASA Award for the 

Practice of Sociology 

 Excellence in the Reporting of Social Issues 

ASA Award 

 Cox-Johnson-Frazier ASA Award 

 ASA Award for Public Understanding of 

Sociology 

 Jessie Bernard ASA Award 

 Dissertation ASA Award 

 

For more information, visit 

http://www.asanet.org/about/awards.cfm. 

 

Jerry M. Lewis, Emeritus 

Professor of Sociology at Kent 

State University and one of the 

founding members of CBSM, has 

hard copies of CriticalMass from 

its early years of publication 

available for any section member 

who wants them. If you are 

interested, contact Jerry at 

jlewis@kent.edu or (330) 672-

2708. 

mailto:katrina.kimport@ucsf.edu
mailto:wsantoro@unm.edu
http://saunders.425.osu.edu/
mailto:boutcher@soc.umass.edu
mailto:mwooten@soc.umass.edu
http://www.asanet.org/about/awards.cfm
mailto:jlewis@kent.edu
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